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CHAPTER - 4

RURAL HOUSING

Status
4.1 The Census of India, 2001 figures show that 72% of the total population of
India still lives in the rural areas where the problem of housing shortage and the
lack of civic amenities have been a serious cause for concern.  The data released by
the Census of India, 2001 on Houses, Households, Amenities and Assets for 2001,
indicate that total number of households in rural areas is 138.27 million as against
the availability of 135.05 million houses (used as residence and residence-cum
other purposes), of which nearly 11.40 million houses were non-serviceable kutcha/
temporary houses needing replacement.  Thus we may consider requirement of
houses in rural areas as 14.6 million units (11.40 million on account of replacement
and additional 3.2 million new units).  Besides this absolute shortage, if congestion
and obsolescence factors as also the damage to houses due to vagaries of nature
e.g. cyclone/flood/earthquake etc., are taken into consideration, the housing
requirement in rural areas is estimated to further increase to 24 million.

4.2 Recent years have witnessed phenomenal growth in the housing sector
especially in terms of increased flow of institutional finance resulting in increase
in supply of housing stock in the country. However, bulk of this increase has taken
place in urban areas. This has been enabled by fiscal concessions including income
tax extended through budgetary measures of the Government. The benefits of the
liberalized policies and fiscal concessions in the housing sector have, however,
not percolated to the rural areas. Though average annual growth in lending for
housing during the last three years is around 40%, a major portion of these lendings
are confined to urban areas, with less than 15% of the total housing loan
disbursements flowing to the rural areas.

4.3 The housing situation in these areas needs substantial improvement both
in terms of addition of new housing stock keeping in view the massive shortage,
as also upgradation of the existing stock.

Impediments in Rural Housing
4.4 Commercial banks as well as RRBs have significant retail presence in the
rural areas and are quite well entrenched in the sector dealing extensively with
agricultural and rural credit delivery. However, their lending for rural housing is
very limited and constrained by various factors resulting in low credit disbursals
for housing by their rural branches. The lending agencies generally associate higher
credit risk with the rural housing portfolios on account of a number of factors.
These typically include:

• fluctuations in the level of income of the borrowers particularly agriculturists
due to vagaries of nature,
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• difficulties faced by lending institutions in assessing the income of the rural
borrowers in the absence of a uniform model for this purpose,

• difficulties in obtaining tangible marketable securities for housing loans
and difficulties encountered in enforcing the securities in rural areas,

• non-availability of title deeds poses problems in legally establishing title to
the property in Abadi/Lal Dora areas,

• higher costs on account of stamp duty towards creation of simple mortgage.

4.5 Overall high operational costs for lending institutions in rural areas and
risk perception associated with rural lending for housing make rural housing a
less attractive business for lenders.

Initiatives in Rural Housing

(a)  Golden Jubilee Rural Housing Finance Scheme
4.6 National Housing Bank formulated the Golden Jubilee Rural Housing
Finance Scheme [GJRHFS] in 1997 which was launched by the Hon’ble Finance
Minister on the occasion of the Golden Jubilee of the country’s Independence. The
scheme in particular aims to address the problem of housing shortage in the rural
areas through improved access to institutional housing finance which would enable
individuals to build their house or improve or add to his existing dwelling unit in
rural areas. The scheme envisages expansion in lending with due regard to the
viability and bankability of the cases, to ensure sustainability of the programme.

4.7 During the first year of operation of the Scheme (April 1997 - March 1998)
over 50,000 rural housing loans were granted. The targets, in terms of number of
units financed, have been progressively increased over the years from 50,000 in
1997-98 to 2,50,000 for the year 2003-2004. The progress under the scheme during
the different years has been shown in Table 4.1:

Table 4.1: Achievement under Golden Jubilee Rural
Housing Finance Scheme

(No. of dwelling units)

Year Target Achievement
1997-1998 50000 51272
1998-1999 100000 125731
1999-2000 125000 141363
2000-2001 150000 158426
2001-2002 175000 187268
2002-2003 225000 178200
2003-2004 250000 243753
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Refinance by NHB

4.8 Refinance from NHB is offered to the eligible institutions in respect of loans
extended by them in terms of the GJRHFS, for acquiring or constructing new
dwelling units up to a maximum limit of Rs. 10 lakhs [since enhanced to Rs.15
lakhs]. Besides, refinance is also available to eligible institutions in respect of loans
extended by them for upgradation/major repairs to existing units as per the terms
and conditions specified by the refinance scheme from time to time.

4.9 NHB has been encouraging lending to the rural sector by extending 25 bps
concession over the normal refinance rates for lending to rural areas under GJRHFS
effective from July 2002.  Pursuant to the announcement by the Hon’ble Finance
Minister in his Budget speech in July 2004, an additional benefit of 25 bps (i.e. the
effective benefit of 50 bps) for lending to rural areas under GJRHFS is being extended
by NHB.

4.10 During the last three years, the refinance disbursements by NHB to eligible
Primary Lending Institutions under GJRHFS have been as shown in Table 4.2:

Table 4.2: Refinance by NHB under Golden Jubilee Rural
Housing Finance Scheme

(Rs. Crore)

Year Amount

2001-02 216.03

2002-03 383.06

2003-04 1700.88

(b)  Indira Awas Yojana
4.11 Launched in 1985-86, the objective of Indara Awas Yojana (IAY) is to provide
financial assistance primarily to below poverty line (BPL) rural households
belonging to SC / ST and freed bonded labourers. Assistance upto 40 percent of
IAY allocation can be provided to beneficiaries outside the above target group.
Assistance has also been extended to the families of ex-servicemen of the armed
and paramilitary forces killed in action.

4.12 Assistance per dwelling in the plains and hills was Rs.20,000 and Rs.22,500,
respectively, till March 2004. This has been increased to Rs.25,000 and Rs.27,500
from April 2004. Similarly, assistance for upgradation of a kutcha house to semi-
pucca/pucca house has also been enhanced from Rs.10,000 to Rs.12,500.

4.13 Allocation of funds is made based on the poverty ratios as approved by the
Planning Commission and the rural housing shortage as per Census 2001, giving
equal weightage to both the parameters. Gram Sabha is empowered to select the
beneficiaries under IAY. Further, the allotment of dwelling unit goes in the name
of the female member of the beneficiary household.
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4.14 The construction of the house is the responsibility of the beneficiary. The
house is not to be constructed and delivered by any external agency such as
government departments, NGOs, contractors, etc. Sanitary latrines and smokeless
chullah are an integral part of the IAY scheme.

(c)  Credit cum Subsidy Scheme

4.15 Under Credit-Cum-Subsidy Scheme (CCSS), rural families having annual
income upto Rs.32,000 are provided subsidy upto Rs.10,000 and a maximum loan
of Rs.40,000. District Rural Development Agencies (DRDAs) are responsible for
making the loan arrangements for the beneficiaries from Commercial Banks,
Regional Rural Banks and Housing Finance Institutions, etc.

4.16 From year 2002-03, the Central allocation under IAY and CCSS has been
combined. Now, 80 percent of the total funds allocated is for the new constructions
and remaining 20 percent is for building upgradation.

4.17 In the period from January to March 2003 (within three months), an amount
of Rs.1,605 crore was spent against the total available fund of Rs.2036.27 crore.
Against the target of 1.3 million houses, about 1.1 million houses were constructed/
upgraded (Chart 4.1 and 4.2).

4.18 During 2003-04, against the total available funds of Rs.2,925 crore, an amount
of Rs.2,004 crore was released. About 1.1 million houses were constructed/
upgraded against the target of 1.5 million houses in the period (Chart 4.1 and 4.2).

(d)  Innovative Stream for Rural Housing and Habitat Development

4.19 This Rural Housing scheme was launched in 1999-2000 with an objective of
promoting and propagating cost-effective and environment-friendly construction
technologies, materials, designs, etc., for sustainable rural settlements consistent
with agro-climatic variations and vulnerabilities to the natural disaster.  It is a
demand-driven scheme and implemented on the basis of the project proposals
from recognised educational/technical institutions, corporate bodies, autonomous
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societies, State governments, development institutions and credible NGOs with
proven track record and experience in the field of rural housing.

4.20 The maximum assistance permissible for NGOs/autonomous societies and
Government Departments is Rs.2.0 million and Rs.5.0 million, respectively. During
2002-03, Rs.10 crore was allocated and the entire amount was released for 16 project
proposals. In the year 2003-04, the funding for proposals increased marginally to
Rs.11 crore for the proposed 15 projects.

(e)  Setting up Rural Building Centres

4.21 The objectives of setting up Rural Building Centres are:
• Technology Transfer and Information Dissemination
• Skill Upgradation through Training
• Production of cost-effective and environment-friendly materials/

components.

4.22 A one-time grant of Rs.1.5 million is provided for setting up a Rural Building
Center. This scheme is also demand driven and being implemented on the basis of
the project received from various implementing agencies. During 2002-03, Rs.3
crore was allocated against which Rs.1.8 crore was released for 17 project proposals.
During 2003-04, Rs.3 crore was allocated and the entire amount was released for 14
project proposals under the scheme.

(f)  Equity Support to HUDCO

4.23 With a view to enabling the economically weaker section households in
rural areas and to meet the housing requirement in rural areas, equity support to
HUDCO was hiked from Rs.5 crore in the Eighth Plan period to Rs.350 crore during
Ninth Plan Period and the entire amount has been released.

4.24 In the last five years, HUDCO has sanctioned 2.8 million dwelling units
under 2 million housing programme, i.e., at an average of 0.6 million dwelling
units per year, against which an amount of Rs.3,209 crore has been released.

(g)  National Mission for Rural Housing and Habitat

4.25 This Mission was set up by Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD) to
facilitate the induction of science and technology inputs, on a continuous basis, in
the sector; and convergence of available technology, habitat and energy related
issues, with a view to making affordable shelter available for all in the rural areas,
within a specific time frame and through community participation. A working
group was constituted by the empowered committee of MoRD to:

• Specify the aims and objectives of the Mission;
• Firm up specific time framework to achieve these aims and objectives;
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• Formulate a road map to facilitate the entry of private capital in housing
development in rural areas; and

• Short-listing the agencies, which could undertake the task of preparing a
techno-legal regime for rural planning.

Suggestive Initiatives

(a)  Delivery Mechanism

4.26 Micro Finance Institutions have been playing a crucial role in community
development by inculcating saving and credit habits among their members. The
Self Help Groups nurtured by these agencies, over a period of time, are steadily
maturing to handle housing credit for their members. Demand from this segment
is bound to increase. There is a need to strengthen these institutions in the informal
sector and utilise their network in a big way to reach the lower segments of the
society. The recent initiatives of the NHB to extend housing finance to this segment
are expected to accelerate the flow of funds to the needy in the rural/unorganised
sector.

4.27 In rural areas, maintenance and improvements to existing dwelling units is
more in demand than building new dwelling places. This is because of the
habitation practices involving joint family system, etc.  Further, most of the people
in rural areas look for a ‘functional’ dwelling place, meeting not only the shelter
requirements, but also their economic activities. For example, if a weaver or artisan
would require a work shed attached to his house, a farmer may like to have an
extra storage space for stocking farm produce, a drying yard or cattle shed, and so
on. The scope of ‘rural housing’ should be broad-based to help in meeting such
requirements.

4.28 In the villages, the local institutions like Panchayat Raj Institutions (PRIs)
would do well to construct common infrastructure for farm or non-farm activities
for the rural households. These facilities could also be funded by the housing finance
institutions by providing loans directly to the PRIs or other organisations taking
up the infrastructure support activities. The PRIs could repay such loans from the
service charges that could be collected from the beneficiaries using the common
infrastructure.

4.29 The real penetration of HFCs into Rural Housing is limited by the absence
of their rural network. Further, the commercial banks may be reaching the targets
by spreading to the urban-agglomerations. It is, therefore, necessary to induct co-
operatives into this sector in view of their rural orientation with their reach and
accessibility in the rural areas. There is a need for developing special packages to
provide financial as well as technical support to the co-operatives even by relaxing
the existing norms, applicable to co-operatives, with particular emphasis on the
capacity building of these institutions.
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(b)  Financial Incentives

4.30 As rural housing is generally not for commercial purposes, the repaying
capacity of the rural borrowers could pose a problem. In this regard, some of the
measures, which could be considered for channelising funds into rural housing
are as under:

• In lendings for rural housing, certain factors have a vital bearing on the debt
servicing capacity of the borrowers, viz. ill health and loss of earnings or
death of the householder loanees, etc. and as such, the loans have to be
insulated by an appropriate insurance mechanism. As a welfare measure
the Government could consider suitable tie-up with insurance companies
and agree to meet the premium amount in full or part as subsidy element to
encourage lending by the financial institutions to the rural population
belonging to the weaker sections as a welfare measure.

• The private builders may be provided with additional tax concessions for
their projects in rural areas to make their returns commercially viable.

(c)   Policy Support Requirements

4.31 Besides a robust finance system, a sound and sustainable policy is equally
important for expansion of rural housing credit. Policies guided by short-term
objectives in the housing construction segment can impose serious constraints on
the credit system. While the financial and fiscal policies are well disposed towards
housing, it is the ‘Real’ sector that needs to respond to the emerging challenges
and opportunities.

4.32 The farmers and other rural households do not get any benefit on account of
borrowing housing loans such as the income tax concessions available for their
urban counterparts (in view of agricultural income being non-taxable). Therefore,
certain reliefs in lieu of the concessions in the income tax may have to be built into
the rural housing loan schemes. Such relief could be by way of capital subsidy or
interest subsidy to be built into the housing finance schemes for the rural areas.
State and Central Governments may consider providing appropriate subsidies for
this purpose. Though we are moving away from the “subsidy” regime, the need
for such support in this segment is clearly recognised provided the delivery is
well targeted and transparent. Also, the subsidy to the financial intermediaries on
behalf of the borrowers (rather than to the borrowers directly) will act as incentive
to the lenders and will also eliminate the misuse/mistargetting of subsidies.

4.33 The vexatious problem of absence of records of rights to the rural house
properties (as also agricultural land) has to be addressed by the State Governments
with a massive exercise of updating records and computerising the same. The
individual beneficiary could be given passbooks of rights in the land and house
properties to facilitate quick processing of the housing loan applications in the
villages. Based on this information, a process should be set in motion for the issue
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of record of rights or the encumbrances promptly at the village level. Such exercise
will improve the transparency in the sector and enhance confidence of the lenders
resulting in expansion of rural housing with all its attendant benefits.

4.34 The mechanism to create equitable mortgage or hypothecation of title deeds
could be extended also to rural areas to facilitate lending for housing and
improvement in habitat conditions. These measures will help in overcoming the
bottlenecks in credit flow into rural housing. Together with reforms in the land
records system, rationalisation of stamp duty across the States and reforms in the
registration regime, will generate positive sentiments in the lending as well as the
construction industry. Reduction in existing stamp duty and registration charges
on mortgaged securitised papers across the States will pave the way for increased
flow of funds into the housing finance sector. These measures can have significant
impact on the housing activities in the States. To address these issues in the right
perspective, the State Governments should adopt appropriate and comprehensive
State level housing policies.
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